Web Cache Coherency

Look at two papers.


Slides: 
http://www.cs.wpi.edu/~cs535/s03/gwertzman:usenix96


Slides: 
http://www.cs.wpi.edu/~cs535/s03/liu:icdcs97

Web Cache Replacement Policies

Look at two papers.

http://www.acm.org/sigcomm/sigcomm96/papers/williams.html

Slides: 
http://www.cs.wpi.edu/~cs535/s03/williams:sigcomm96


Slides: 
http://www.cs.wpi.edu/~cs535/s03/cao:usits97

Combined Effect

Look at own work from ICDCS99 paper. Slides: 
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Other Cache Consistency Work

- volume leases
- MONARCH